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THE廣報平台與真抱負

The Editor.

The truth is, our great enemy, John Brown, who was charged with murder, was executed by the State of Massachusetts, as a common criminal, on the 7th of January last. The trial was conducted with great skill and ingenuity by Mr. Webster, and the evidence was so conclusive that there was little question of his guilt. The same day that he was executed, a great crowd assembled in New York, and there was a general feeling of sympathy and sorrow throughout the country.

Providence, R.I., Oct. 31.

THE MUSICIAN.

The Providence Republican.

The recent political agitation in the State of Massachusetts has been characterized by the absence of any genuine reform movement. The candidates for the Legislature have been almost entirely members of the old Republican party, and the result has been a foregone conclusion. The legislative body has been composed of men who are little inclined to promote the welfare of the people, and the result has been a failure to do anything for the public good.

THE ABOLITIONIST.

From the New York Times.
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THE SECRET HISTORY OF ABOLITIONISM.

From the New York Herald.

The New York Herald.
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A TERRIBLE SNAKE.

W. H. Godfrey, from the North Star.

Whom should we reverence but the Great Spirit? We bow in worship before the altar of His beneficence; we thank Him for the daily showers; for the green leaves of the trees; the blushing corn, and the golden fruits. We ask of Him our daily bread; and in every hour of our lives we are sustained by the All-wise. Let us, then, go forth in the world, and let every act of our lives be an act of worship, and let us ever remember the Creator as the Author of all good. In every act of the day, let us think of the Great Spirit, and let every thought, word, and deed be directed to Him. In every act of life, let us do the best we can, and let us ever remember the Creator as the Author of all good.

FRIENDLY ENQUIRY.

From the North Star.

What is the best way to live? What is the secret of success? What is the true path to happiness? These are questions that every heart asks, and to which every man try to find an answer. In our daily lives, we are often faced with difficulties and trials, and we are often tempted to give way to discouragement and despair. But the answer is always the same: we must have faith in the Great Spirit, and we must work hard and strive to do our best. And so, let us go forth in the world, and let every act of our lives be an act of worship, and let us ever remember the Creator as the Author of all good.
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